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As I gaze out my window this morning,
I see the sky’s turned to gray,
A single black crow   is calling   in the wind
Makes me long for you.

Remember last Summer  we walked on the shore,
Holding hands as we stroll along the boardwalk 
And jump feet first into the surf.
Water washed our cares away

CH
Like a dream long ago   and far away
We took all our chances    but love wouldn’t stay
We danced apart   when the music stopped
And we lost in love          we just lost in love		  CH


If our eyes should ever meet across a crowded room 
Just smile with the memories we once knew 
I will always keep them in the that part of my heart 
That story of me and you				   CH














POSSIBLE LYRICS
You danced away with my heart
I long to reach back and hold you again 
Once upon a time I held you in my arms 
Once Upon a time I loved you I still do 
Oh it cuts to the heart 
I wish I could turn back time
I don't pass by your house anymore 
I opened my hand and let it fly away 
Putting on my best face
We crashed and burned
For everything I should have said but didn’t
The time may never come
Forget all those yesterdays
Long ago and far away
That was another place and another time 
When I loved you for the first time 
Maybe it was meant to be
I don’t live in this story of me and you
There's not one moment I regret      couldn't forget 
Stroll the same old spots we used to go 
I loved you then I love you still
No autumn wind and dying trees 
Sometimes hearts grow faint and Flowers fade 
I know promises were made 
But those are the chances we take 
Where did my world go to 
Where did my universe go my all and everything 






